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Suggestions:



If you’re married, please include your spouse in this process and look for ways to increase your
unity and build agreement.
Keep these review meetings focused and brief, but schedule them on your calendar as a
recurring event every 3 months, initially. (Adjust length and frequency as needed).

Mindset:








Do I believe that God owns it all?
Did I hyper-focus on accumulating assets for myself and provision for my family?
Did I give out of obligation rather than joy?
Have I been subconsciously putting my hope, security, or identity in wealth?
Was I distracted by the worries of this world or blinded by the decietfulness of riches?
Have I been trust God to provide for all of my needs?
Did I ignore the voice of Holy Spirit in my conscience, valuing my own logic and reason above His
still, small voice? If so, what can I do now to fix it?

Ask and listen. Record your thoughts below. “God, what would you have me do to upgrade my mindset
around money?”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Priorities:
Ask and listen. Record your thoughts below. “God, I know that I have multiple priorities that compete
for the same pool of resources. What financial goals would you have me focus on and prioritize at this
time?”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Behavior:




Am I using a budget or cash flow plan and automating my giving and saving as much as I can so it
doesn’t inadvertently get spent?
Did I meet my giving goal? (Do I need to set a giving goal?)
Did I increase or decrease my total debt?
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Am I working at my job as unto the Lord?
Did my giving, saving, spending, and investing seem to align with God’s goals and values as I
understand them?
Did I invest in something that prioritized return over integrity or kingdom impact? (If you’re not
sure on this, you can learn more at www.MakeYourMoneyCount.com.)

Ask and listen. Record your thoughts below. “God, what behaviors would you have me adjust in the
next 3 months around my giving, saving, spending, and investing?”
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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